Harmonizing & energizing drinking water:
Place the water on top of the projecting side of the Phiwater.
Harmonizing & Energizing bath water:

2 PHI (Projecting side up) by the head and 2 PHIWATER (Projecting side down) by the feet
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Harmonizing & Energizing the Shower:
2 PHI (Projecting side up) and 2 PHIWATER (Projecting side down)
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Harmonizing & Energizing Liquid Remedies
Place the bottle on the projecting side of the Phiwater
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Water
Harmonizing &
Energizing nasal saline solution
Place the bottle on the projecting side of the Phiwater for 30 minutes.
Harmonizing & energizing aerosol inhalers
Place the inhaler on top of the projecting side of the Phiwater.
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Harmonizing & energizing essential oils diffusers

Place the diffuser on top of the projecting side of the Phiwater
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Harmonizing & energizing contact lens fluid
Place the bottle on top of the projecting side of the Phiwater
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Harmonizing & energizing music

PHIwater on the right, projecting side out
And PHI on the left, projecting side in

You may also plug the device into our Orpheus powerstrip instead
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Harmonizing & energizing air conditioners / dehumidifiers

PHIwater or PHI, absorbing side down

You may also plug the device into our Orpheus powerstrip instead
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Harmonizing & energizing Sport Bikes

PHIWater and PHI on the frame, projecting side in
Harmonizing & Energizing

Protection from negative environmental energy: place the PHI in the left rear pocket, projecting side out.
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Harmonizing & energizing electric heaters
Place the heater on top of the projecting side of the PHI

You may also plug the heater into our Orpheus powerstrip instead
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Harmonizing & energizing

The interior of any vehicle
(PHI works on both sides).
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PHI Technology: Life Promoting Technology

Harmonizing & energizing Computers

You may also plug the device into our Orpheus powerstrip instead
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Harmonizing & energizing

Disturbances from underground water and geopathic stress. Place 2 PHI on the floor. Usefull for simple energy disturbances. For more systemic problems, we recommend:

www.aeteres.com/prodotti/domus/
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Harmonizing & energizing

The bed
Bed frame slats
Place in the corner of the bed Frame or attach to the edge of the bed frame.

Opzione A
Opzione B
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